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More efficiency, fewer emissions

FUTURE-PROOF
EXTERNAL LOGISTICS
REQUIRE CHANGES IN
FOUR AREAS
When it comes to external logistics, companies are faced with a
paradoxical situation: on the one hand, the volume of deliveries is
continuously increasing. The main driver for this is that both B2C
and B2B customers are buying more and more frequently online. The
coronavirus crisis has accelerated this development even further. On
the other hand, the negative consequences of motorized traffic on the
road are becoming increasingly apparent, which is why acceptance
of this form of mobility is decreasing. The focus here lies with the
harmful effect of CO2 emissions on the climate and the strain on
transport infrastructure. Although delivery traffic only contributes to
a part of this, it is nevertheless strongly criticized. And this criticism
also includes manufacturing companies – even if they do not
carry out the transport directly, but instead commission logistics
companies and CEP service providers to do so.
This situation gives rise to two main challenges for manufacturers.
Firstly, they must meet the increasing demand for deliveries and
create the right conditions for this. This includes, for example, making
cooperation with logistics and CEP providers as efficient as possible
and meeting the information needs of all stakeholders (customers,
service providers and public institutions) along the external logistics
process. And secondly, they have to work on making deliveries as
environmentally friendly as possible and reduce the burden on the
infrastructure.
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In our view, if companies want to continue to be
successful, they will hardly be able to avoid changes
in four key areas of external logistics: agility,
transparency, efficiency and sustainability.
Mersun Sezer

And there is something else that is causing problems for the
companies. The rising demand for logistics services is being offset by
a declining supply of drivers. According to a study by the consulting
firm Roland Berger, 40% of drivers will retire by 2030.
In our view, if companies want to continue to be successful, they will
hardly be able to avoid changes in four key areas of external logistics:
agility, transparency, efficiency and sustainability.
In our “External Logistics 2025+” strategic guide, we outline the
specific changes that need to be made and how they can be achieved
with the help of digital technologies. We focus on both material and
information flows. These are of extraordinary importance – because
in many cases they are the indispensable enabler.
We hope you enjoy reading this and find it useful!
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1. FOUR AREAS
OF CHANGE:
READJUSTING
THE FOCUS
When people talk about the external logistics of the future, they
quickly turn to very futuristic means of transport, such as drones,
which Amazon plans to use for deliveries to customers. But we
believe that choosing such specific scenarios as a starting point for
thinking about change is the wrong approach. It makes more sense
to first become aware of what should fundamentally change and why.
This can then be used to derive principles for sensible material and
information flows in the future, which serve as criteria for assessing
individual scenarios.
In view of the current challenges, we are focusing on four areas in
which changes are required: agility, transparency, efficiency, and
sustainability.
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Area of change 2: Transparency
In our data-driven world, transparency has long since become a guiding principle that
always fits. External logistics is no exception. For transparency to make sense, it is
crucial that the right aspects of reality are made transparent for the right reasons – it’s
all about purpose. With regard to external logistics, companies have two opinions on
this. As customers, they demand that their suppliers always be able to understand
the current status of a delivery. The provision of information is therefore not in their
hands, but its purposeful use is. As a supplier, companies must ensure transparency
themselves and offer their customers the desired data.
If all stakeholders along a supply chain or in a supply network act in this way, end-toend transparency is created that benefits everyone involved. And not just so that all
the individual processes in the current logistics process work well with one another.
Comprehensive data reveals fundamental relationships that provide the basis for a
continual increase in efficiency.

Area of change 3: Efficiency
Because many individual process steps take place consecutively in external logistics
and these steps are carried out by many different stakeholders, high effectiveness is
very important. However, this must not be achieved at the expense of efficiency. One
important reason for this is logistics costs. If means of transport are not fully utilized,
the costs are spread over fewer loads than would be possible. Costs increase overall
if there are unnecessary waiting times or if routes are not optimally planned. High
efficiency is also relevant in order to meet delivery deadlines. Customer requirements
are becoming increasingly demanding in this respect. And ultimately, the number of
people driving transportation vehicles is decreasing. This may sound trivial, but it will
become a real problem in the coming years, especially for trucks.
In addition to these internal reasons, external factors also play a role. For example,
more and more people are critical of increasing traffic volumes. Firstly, because of the
resulting emissions. And secondly, because the infrastructure is reaching its limits. This
is particularly true for cities. If efficiency helps to reduce the burden again, this will have
a positive effect on the reputation.

Area of change 1: Agility
Agility is the answer to the volatility of our world. Because hardly anything is reliable
anymore, it is becoming an increasingly decisive success factor for companies to be
able to adapt quickly to new situations. On the one hand, this applies to procurement
in external logistics. Companies must be able to obtain the necessary materials or
products ordered at short notice to be able to continue manufacturing or to meet
the demand of end customers. On the other hand, they must be in a position to
deliver quickly themselves – to wherever the customers would prefer. A high degree
of transparency and efficient processes are essential to remain adaptable in both
procurement and sales.
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Area of change 4: Sustainability
The high importance of sustainability for external logistics is already evident from the
fact that a specific term – “green logistics” – has now become established. And there
is indeed a considerable need for action. According to a 2016 calculation by the media
group Thomas Reuters, 250 of the world’s largest corporations cause around one-third
of greenhouse gas emissions. Yet more sustainability does not necessarily lead to
higher costs. In fact, the opposite is often true. If means of transport are used more
efficiently, this reduces not only emissions but also energy and personnel costs. In
addition, there is a more noticeable effect on sales. A study by the product information
management provider InRiver from 2019 shows the connection between sustainable
products and purchasing decisions. Transparency is important here. Customers want
information about how sustainably a product was produced and transported.
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2. HARDWARE INNOVATIONS:
TRANSPORTING MATERIAL
SMARTLY
Several logistics scenarios – which are being widely debated – revolve around
hardware. These range from drones that deliver packages on the last part of their
journey, to underground transport routes for longer distances and airships that serve
as warehouses. Some of this will certainly remain pure science fiction for some time
to come. Others have already been extensively tested and should soon be an everyday
reality. Amazon has been testing drones for years and is now actually allowed to use
“Prime Air” in the US. In Sweden, the autonomous “T-Pod” truck from start-up company
Einride has already received road approval. It is understandable that attention is
focused primarily on such hardware innovations.
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After all, logistics is ultimately always about the
physical transport of materials. And these new
technologies are spectacular.

Less spectacular, but all the more effective, are the many innovations in sensor
technology and data transmission. They make it possible to record the various states
of a delivery and make the data available in real time. This is not limited to the current
location of a delivery, which is determined via a GPS tracker. For example, sensors
can also measure temperature and humidity and transmit the data continuously.
This then makes it possible to seamlessly track whether the outdoor conditions were
always optimal. And apart from that, sensor and data transmission technologies are
indispensable for the realization of future means of transportation. Without them, there
will be no drones or autonomous trucks.
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3. SOFTWARE INNOVATIONS:
CONSISTENTLY PROVIDING
INFORMATION
Technologies in the areas of sensors and data transmission can also be understood
as a link between hardware and software and between material flows and information
flows. Sensors detect the status of hardware along the material flow, and the
information about this is transmitted to a central instance.
Software innovations support this and other forms or horizontal and vertical integration
in order to realize a continuous flow of information. The particular challenge here is to
connect the many different stakeholders along a supply chain: manufacturers, logistics
and CEP service providers as well as customers, possibly also retailers or public
institutions such as customs. With end-to-end integration, the entire logistics process
is transparent and data can be easily exchanged. For example, customers can see at
any time where a delivery is currently located and when it is expected to arrive. Relevant
general conditions for transport can also be tracked, such as temperature, humidity or
air pressure. In the best case scenario, all of this can be done in real time.
But information can be more than just recorded and made available. It can also be used
to plan external logistics processes so that they run as effectively and efficiently as
possible. The task is challenging because, firstly, different effectiveness and efficiency
goals compete with each other and, secondly, because a number of parameters,
which often influence each other, have an impact. For example, the delivery will reach
a customer very quickly if the truck travels there on a direct route. This increases
customer satisfaction. Costs will be reduced if the truck’s capacities are fully utilized
and it delivers to several customers on one route. Deciding which destination is
important and how, and which parameters should be changed, is not entirely trivial.
Software innovations help simulate different variants and then schedule the necessary
resources accordingly.
Finally, data can be analyzed in real time to make improvements in the ongoing process.
For example, software could use data on the destinations of a means of transport,
the current position of the means of transport and the traffic situation to regularly
recalculate the route and actively suggest changes. Other variables could also be taken
into account, such as where a delivery is in the hold, how that affects unloading, and
what that means for the route.

In the long term, the analysis of aggregated data
helps to recognize recurring positive and negative
aspects of logistics processes and to identify the
parameters responsible for them. This enables
continuous improvements.
12
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4. SAP TRANSPORTATION
MANAGEMENT
SAP offers a range of solutions that can be used
to realize a continuous flow of information, enable
planning, and perform analyses. SAP Transportation
Management (SP TM) provides the foundation to this.

The successor to SAP LE-TRA offers all the functions that companies need along an
external logistics process. This includes the areas of strategic freight management,
order management, transportation planning, transportation execution and freight
cost calculation and settlement. In addition, SAP TM can be used to perform various
analyses and generate reports. In comparison or contrast to SAP LE-TRA, the transport
planners and transport schedulers receive support for all tasks digitally and integrated
in one solution. This ranges from map integration and cargo space planning to booking
container slots on a container ship.
Another advantage is that SAP TM works optimally with the solutions used along the
end-to-end logistics process. The end-to-end integration realized in this way enables a
smooth process within the system network. Vertically, integration takes place via the
SAP Logistic Business Network. Horizontally, the company’s own internal logistics are
integrated directly via SAP Extended Warehouse Management (SAP EWM). In addition,
all participants along the supply chain – suppliers and customers – can be integrated.
The cloud-based solution SAP Logistics Business Network (SAP LBN), which also
includes SAP Global Track and Trace (SAP GTT), is suitable for this requirement. The
open platform SAP LBN enables all stakeholders along a supply chain to very easily
connect with each other, efficiently exchange data and thus improve collaboration. SAP
GTT provides several dedicated functions for tracking and tracing deliveries.
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SUMMARY
For a few years now, external logistics has been
facing a somewhat paradoxical situation. On the
one hand, demand for logistics operations is rising,
not least because more and more B2B and B2C
purchases are being made online. On the other
hand, more and more people are critical of the high
ecological and social costs of a growing volume
of traffic. For companies, therefore, the trick is in
reconciling the two conflicting goals: delivering
quickly without burdening the environment and
infrastructure.
Numerous hardware and software innovations
are designed to help achieve this. With their
help, agility, transparency and efficiency can be
increased, which in turn increases the sustainability
of logistics processes. From our point of view,
there is a slight danger of focusing too much on
the exciting new means of transport and losing
sight of sensor and data transmission hardware
and software. If truck capacities were always fully
utilized and empty trips were eliminated altogether,
that alone would have a significant impact.

In this respect, it is essential to develop a
roadmap for implementation with a strategic goal
in mind. We do not believe it is appropriate to
take a “big bang” approach and try to implement
everything in a short time. Instead, an iterative
approach is advisable, with which the change
can be implemented step by step and thus be
easily manageable for all those involved. It is
also important that the change should include
organizational and process aspects in addition to
the technological ones – only the three dimensions
together will bring about the desired results. The
starting point for implementation is usually the
introduction or expansion of the central IT system
for external logistics. From a technological point
of view, because this is where all the data needed
for all scenarios is brought together. From an
organizational and process perspective, because
changes can be made successively. All in all, a
central IT system for external logistics enables
companies to continually improve their material
and information flows and to keep pace with the
volatile world.
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#EnablingInnovations

DIGITALIZATION IS CHANGING
EVERYTHING, AND AT GREAT SPEED
And everything that can be digitalized is being digitalized.
But how does it work? And what are the benefits? If
digitalization is the answer, then what was the question?
We at NTT DATA Business Solutions AG* are firmly
convinced that digitalization must never be an end in
itself – but there is no alternative if we want to remain
successful in the long term. And we know that the task
of digital transformation never succeeds according to the
book, but only in close, partnership-based exchange with
you, the customer. Our goal is to work with you to create an
intelligent, networked manufacturing company.
What do we bring to the table? SAP’s technological
innovations, combined with a broad, local understanding of
the market and industry, 30 years of experience – and great
anticipation. We bring this to you. And to dialog with you.
We bring you a decisive competitive advantage thanks to an
appropriate combination of new technologies and adapted
processes.

You can access our services in over 30 countries, and
we’ve helped thousands of companies become even more
efficient and productive since our thirty-year anniversary.
Our 10,000 employees operate globally and accompany you
on your way to an Intelligent Enterprise – wherever you want
to start!
We Transform. SAP® Solutions into Value
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Digital transformation helps companies realize their
full potential. Provided the technology works FOR the
people who use it. At NTT DATA Business Solutions, we
continuously plan, implement, manage and evolve SAP
solutions for businesses – with employees in mind.
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Unternehmensberater

* Since April 1, 2021, itelligence has been operating as NTT DATA Business Solutions

Want to know more?
Do not hesitate to contact us:
Tel. +49 800-480 8007
mersun.sezer@nttdata.com
www.nttdata-solutions.com
Follow us on
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